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Abstract

Purpose – This study examines the role of behavioural factors, such as confidence, optimism, pessimism and
rational expectation, in affecting investment decisions in the Pakistani stock market.
Design/methodology/approach – Using daily trading data of Karachi Stock Exchange-100 index from
January 2012 to December 2015, different regression models, including descriptive statistics and stationarity
tests, are performed.
Findings –Results indicate that stockmarket trading has suffered from pessimistic behaviour of investors. In
the first model, the authors find a positive sign of confidence and negative sign of optimism with the trading
volume. The secondmodel shows a positive role of confidence and rational expectations in affecting the trading
volume in daily, Monday and Friday samples. The results of the third model show a negative sign of both
optimismand rational expectationwith the trading volume. Furthermore, the nextmodel shows a negative sign
of confidence combined with pessimism while testing their relationship with the trading volume. Finally,
results of the final model suggest that optimism negatively affects the trading volume, and on the other hand,
pessimism has a positive impact on the trading volume.
Research limitations/implications – The method and empirical testing of behavioural biases and their
relationshipwith economic variable used in this study seem to be a promisingway to better understand the role
of psychology in deriving financial decisions for academics and policymakers.
Originality/value – This study uses secondary data for measuring behavioural biases and decomposes the
effect between rational expectation and behavioural biases.

Keywords Behavioural biases, Behavioural finance, Confidence, Investments, Optimism, Pakistan,

Pessimism, PSX, Rational expectation, Stock market, Trading volume
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1. Introduction
Extensive research has confirmed the existence of anomalies and seasonality in assets’
returns debate, both in developed and developing capital markets such as Friday and
Monday effect (Keim and Stambaugh, 1984; Sias and Starks, 1995) and anomalies in small
size capitalisation (Chen and Zhou, 2001). Similarly, anomalies are found in developing
markets such as seasonality in Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange (Pandey, 2002), anomalies and
seasonality in Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore and Hong Kong (Aggarwal and Rivoli, 1989)
and seasonal and cultural effect in various Asian countries (Chan et al., 1996).

The majority of behavioural finance studies are conducted in developed economies
investigating a multitude of behavioural aspects (e.g. biases such as confidence,
overconfidence, optimism, pessimism and herding) of individual investors and portfolio
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managers concerning differentmarket parameters (Gervais andOdean, 2015; Hoffmann et al.,
2015; Hoffmann and Post, 2017; Kim and Nofsinger, 2007; Malmendier and Shanthikumar,
2007; Shanmugham and Ramya, 2012; Statman et al., 2006; Strydom et al., 2019). Cuthbertson
et al. (2016) and Ahmad et al. (2017) reviewed the literature from an institutional investors’
perspective and mainly covered studies from developed markets.

Traditional finance assumes that investors have complete knowledge of the market,
urging for utility maximisation, rational decision-making and are risk-averse. On the
macro-level, traditional finance is based on modern portfolio theory (Markowitz, 1952) and
the efficient market hypothesis (EMH) (Malkiel and Fama, 1970). An efficient portfolio is
based on risk and return criteria and investors’ trade-off between risk and return to make
investment decisions (Sharpe, 1964). The EMH states that all types of information are
available to investors and reflected in the prices of securities. Proponents of the EMH
argued that traders or fund managers could not beat the market and earn a risk-adjusted
abnormal profit.

Behavioural finance assumes that information can affect investors’ decisions, but
information affects emotions and, in turn, leads to cognitive biases. Behavioural finance
endeavours to explain the behaviour of individual investors and markets that deviate from
the EMH (Kim and Nofsinger, 2007; Nofsinger, 2017).

Behavioural finance further assumes that human beings suffer from bounded
rationality and have limited capacity to process information instead of utilising complete
information for decision-making as assumed in traditional finance. Investors’ irrational
decisions are mainly because of human emotions and feelings (Tversky and Kahneman,
1992). Prospect theory provides a framework for decision-making based on gains and
losses. Investors give more weightage to losses than gains of a similar amount. At the same
time, traditional finance is based on the expected utility theory, which states that utility is
the same and symmetrical for gains or losses. Thus, prospect theory has more explanatory
power than utility theory in explaining investment decisions. Tversky and Kahneman
(1992) posit that investment decisions are psychologically motivated rather than the
computation of gains or losses. In short, behavioural finance is based on bounded
rationality, prospect theory, cognitive limitations of information and satisficing instead of
optimising and biases.

The national institutional environment defines the settings of the country’s capital
market. Pakistan is a common law country [1]. Its regulatory regime and corporate
governance framework are mainly inspired by the UK and USA. Following the international
trend of demutualisation of stock exchanges, the Pakistan Stock Exchange (PSX) was formed
in January 2016 by merging the three regional stock exchanges, namely, Islamabad Stock
Exchange, Lahore Stock Exchange and Karachi Stock Exchange. The PSX is considered one
of the best performing emerging stock market (Mangi, 2016) but also suffers from high
volatility episodes.

The behaviour of investors determines the nature and scope of activity on a stock market.
Since a stockmarket is a significant source of equity capital for businesses, the stockmarket’s
performance is considered a yardstick of a country’s economic strength and development
(Rasheed et al., 2018). In emerging economies, Al-Tamimi (2006) investigated the investors’
behaviour in the UAE, Chandra and Kumar (2012) examined heuristics in investment
decisions in India and Feng and Seasholes (2005) examined Chinese firms and concluded that
investors’ experience reduces behavioural biases. There are also several studies from
Pakistan investigating different behavioural dimensions of investors’ decision-making
(Moueed and Hunjra, 2020; Rasheed et al., 2018; Shah et al., 2018). These studies have used
primary data to analyse behavioural biases and investigated different dimensions of
behavioural errors than our study.
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Our study is an effort to intuitively use secondary data to analyse the impact of
behavioural biases, i.e. confidence, pessimism, optimism and rational expectations, on
trading volume (investment decisions).

1.1 Significance of the study
Shiller (1999) pointed out that to effectively understand financial markets’ functioning, one
must understand human participants’ behaviour in it. With the growing interest in the
emerging capital markets, it is pertinent to see whether various market anomalies are
explained by human psychology in less developed and smaller-sized markets. This paper
differs from previous studies on emerging markets in many ways. First, it uses secondary
data for measuring behavioural biases. Although the primary data approach used by many
studies offers some rich insights into the phenomena investigated, it is also embedded with
respondent biases. In contrast, our study relied on stock market trading data, thus effectively
capturing the actual outcome of irrational decision-making instead of what investors feel or
perceive about their investment decision-making. Second, this paper decomposes the
relationship between rational expectation and behavioural biases. Furthermore, this paper
contributes to increase the awareness of investors, stockbrokers and fund managers that
information is not the sole reason for informational efficiency. Information influences
behaviour, and consequently, behaviour influences investment decisions. Finally, this study
offers updated contextual evidence on this topic from Pakistan.

2. Literature review
While traditional finance theories (e.g. Portfolio, EMH) try to argue and explain why
financial markets are efficient, behavioural finance theories attempt to explain the reasons
behind the evidence of market inefficiency and anomalies. Therefore, in a way, behavioural
finance explains how and why markets are inefficient (Asad et al., 2018). Shiller (2003)
suggested that volatility caused by humans’ irrational behaviour is an intrinsic
characteristic of all capital assets markets. Shiller, the 2013 Noble laureate, was among
the few who provided early warning of tech and housing bubbles, an indication that
markets and their participants are not rational. In the rest of this section, we have briefly
discussed relevant empirical literature.

Tuyon and Ahmad (2016) argued that adoptive rationality in the Malaysian Stock
Market determines the prices and makes the market stable leading to the adopted and
bounded market efficiency. Filip et al. (2015) documented herding behaviour among
investors in Vienna and Prague capital markets. Vieira and Pereira (2015) analysed the
investors’ behaviour in the Portuguese financial market. They found that herding intensity
is negative and statistically significant, which provides evidence that investors imitate
each other in an organised way rather than using private information and acting
irrationally.

Toma (2015) investigated the behavioural factors regarding investment in Bucharest’s
Romanian Stock Market. Investors in this market showed overconfidence, herding
behaviour, disposition effect and factor of representativeness bias. Investors’ age and
frequent trading mostly influenced the returns and profitability in the market. Dhaoui and
Khraief (2014) reported that investors’ beliefs influencemarket trends and trading intensity in
the French market.

In a study of two emerging economies, i.e. Romania and Brazil, Oprean and Tanasescu
(2014) found that behavioural errors such as anxiety, pessimism, optimism and depression
have a strong influence on investment decision-making compared to rational investment
behaviour.
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Oprean (2014) tested the role of behavioural factors in affecting the humans’ financial
decisions in Brazil and Romania and found that trading is affected by the investors’ irrational
decisions. Furthermore, Trifan (2020) tested the role of various behavioural biases and stock
market returns in Romania, Poland, Hungary, Slovenia, the Slovak Republic and the Czech
Republic and found that judgement and emotions have a significant bearing on the stock
market. The results suggested that investors in Poland are pessimistic, while in Romania,
Hungary and the Czech Republic, optimism influences the trading activity.

The relationship between investor biases and markets’ trading behaviour has been
studied by Angelini and Cavapozzi (2017), Marquardt et al. (2019). Rocciolo et al. (2019)
connected optimism to investors’ expectations concerning the market’s risk, political and
financial occasions.

Volatility in the global financial market is explained by overconfidence bias, as evident
from the study conducted by Jlassi et al. (2014). Their study confirmed the phenomena by
providing empirical evidence that overconfidence exists in advanced Latin American, Asian,
European and Mideast African markets except for Chile.

Investors’ demographic factors, such as education, age, occupation and income, have a
strong influence on investment avenue preferences.

2.1 Confidence
Behavioural scientists defined confidence as a feeling or state ofmind inwhich one believes in
his/her abilities. Furthermore, overconfidence is when someone overestimates his/her
abilities (Daniel and Titman, 1999; Ricciardi and Simon, 2000). Overconfidence influences
trading activities and affects investment growth (Bakar and Yi, 2016; Tuyon and Ahmad,
2016). Overconfidence affects the decision-making process as managers overestimate their
ability to predict future benefits (Ben-David et al., 2007). Bakar and Yi (2016) reported a
significant relationship between overconfidence and the investor’s decision-making.

Past performance and achievement enhance confidence, and thismechanismwas confirmed
by Gervais and Odean (2015). They examined equity traders’ behaviour and concluded that
highmarket return enhances investors’ confidence, although returns aremarket-wide. Parveen
and Siddiqui (2018) and Shah et al. (2018) reported a negative relationship between
overconfidence and investment decisions. Overconfidence is one of the determinants of
market volatility and causes market disturbance (Jlassi et al., 2014). Boussaidi (2013) found a
unidirectional causality between trading volume and return volatility, supporting the market’s
overconfidence phenomena. Furthermore, Javed et al. (2017) also confirmed that overconfidence
positively impacts perceived investment performance. Hayat and Anwar (2016) pointed out
that financially literate investors are most likely to be overconfident.

Overconfident investors rely upon the accuracy of the private information compared to
the reliability of publicly available information and hence overestimate the precision of their
private information. This overconfidence induces trading but reduces investment
performance (Oberlechner and Osler, 2008; Odean, 1998). On the other hand, some
researchers have opposite views and argue that overconfident investors earn higher
returns (Anderson et al., 2005). Overconfident investors only consider recently occurred
events (recency problem) while forgetting about trivial probable risks. This leads to a higher
level of potential losses disturbing investors’ confidence level and their risk tolerance level
(Bracha and Brown, 2012; Van den Steen, 2004).

Optimistic and pessimistic investors influence capital markets. Optimistic investors are
risk-takers and recklessly invest, which consequently raises security prices, while pessimistic
investors being risk-averse are reluctant to invest, which leads to lower security prices.
Optimistic investors are hopeful about happening in the future and hence make irrational
transactions, which induces trading volume (Oprean and Tanasescu, 2014).
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From the literature review on overconfidence presented above, it is evident that decision-
making biases can impact the investor’s risk perception, investment performance and trading
volume.

2.2 Optimism and pessimism
All the behavioural errors, mainly pessimism, optimism, anxiety and depression are against
rational behaviour. Anomalies exist in the stock markets, and few investors earn abnormal
profits due to their irrational behaviour. In stockmarkets, some humans show animal instinct
and herding behaviour (crowd behaviour) to feel safe in the market (Oprean and Tanasescu,
2014). Information as good or bad news influences investors’ behaviour, making them
optimistic or pessimistic. This behaviour (optimism or pessimism) sometimes determines
future trading and volatility in the stock market.

Optimistic bias tends to overestimate the favourable outcomes based on investors’
expectations (�Astebro et al., 2007). Boussaidi (2013) provided weak evidence that investors
overreact on the earning information. The French stock market portrays a behavioural
trend in investment decision-making where pessimism is dominant over-optimism. This is
because optimism takes a while for its reinforcement, but to be the pessimist, even a small
shock is enough. This suggests that investors’ feelings and beliefs influence their
investment decision- making (Dhaoui and Khraief, 2014). Bashir et al., (2019) reported an
insignificant relationship between optimism and investor decision-making.

Themood of the investor affects investment decisions. A positive (negative) mood leads to
optimistic (pessimistic) decisions (Kaplanski et al., 2015). Optimistic investors expect a higher
level of financial returns from their investments (Aspara, 2013). Optimism bias has a
significant bearing on the risk-taking behaviour of the investors who are willing to take an
elevated level of risk (Menon et al., 2009) and influence stock returns (Dimmock and
Kouwenberg, 2010). Finally, the research also shows an existing link between optimism
and investment decision- making (�Astebro et al., 2007; Barber and Odean, 2008; Krizan and
Windschitl, 2007; Puri and Robinson, 2007).

2.3 Rational expectation
Muth (1961) introduced the rational expectation hypothesis, which was further developed by
Lucas and Prescott (1971). This hypothesis posits that agents do not commit a systematic
error in forecasting, yet they consider all the available information. However, the basis for
Muth’s work was found in the early research of Galton (1907), who argued that a single
expectation is wrong. However, an aggregation of every single prediction can provide fair
expectations in the market.

Recent empirical and experimental studies do not support this approach and reveal that
agents are incapable of making a rational prediction (Branch, 2004; Evans et al., 2001;
Sargent, 1993). The agents make an adaptive rule for prediction, which is based on past
expectation and past realisation. In a recent experimental study by Colasante et al. (2017), it
was found that aggregate forecasts compared to individual ones do not provide unbiased
expectations. Differences exist amongst researchers to explain rational expectation theory in
investment decisions. Our study examines whether past expectation and past realisation can
or cannot predict stocks’ future prices.

In an efficient market, all available information is embedded in asset prices. Consequently,
investors use equilibrium prices as a strong base tomake their expectations as andwhen new
information hits the market. Nevertheless, Hassan andMertens (2017) reported contradictory
results that there is less propensity for investors to make correlated errors because, in the
economy, households are not entirely rational.
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Kodres and Pritsker (2002), by using a rational expectationmodel, interestingly found that
contagion even occurs in countries where asset prices are not affected by common
macroeconomic factors. The possible reason for contagion is that investors revise and
rebalance their portfolios according to their expectations. Countries with less efficient
markets and having asymmetric information are exposed to contagion from other countries.
So, investors form their predictions based on past expectations and past performances.

This study tests the role of behavioural biases in affecting trading behaviours in Pakistan.
The Pakistani capital market follows the characteristics of the developing markets, which
include weak judicial and regulatory authority, poor form of transparency, weak flow of the
financial information, lack of proper market for corporate control, political instability,
corruption, nepotism, high inflation, concentrated shareholdings and an illiquid market
(Rashid and Islam, 2013). These are the unique conditions/environment where the role of
behavioural biases will be tested. This paper models rationalism in investment decisions
based on rational expectation theory and the theory of price movement. In this theory, the
expected return is a function of the previous day’s return and the error term.

3. Methodology
This section includes data, variables and theirmeasurement used in the study. The details are
as follows.

3.1 Data and variables
Four years of daily trading data (January 2012 to December 2015) of the Karachi Stock
Exchange (KSE)-100 index were obtained from PSX’s website. The PSX was established in
January 2016 by merging the country’s three stock exchanges, i.e. Islamabad, Lahore and
Karachi Stock Exchanges. Due to this structural transformation, the study used the data till
December 2015. Also, since the incorporation of PSX, the overall trading volatility has
increased. In retrospect, the 2012–2015 period followed a steady growth in the stock market.
During these four years, there were no market abnormalities due to political or other global
reasons. A study period without any market abnormality offers an excellent opportunity to
assess investors’ actual behaviour under normal circumstances, which is not possible
otherwise. The 2016–2020 period includes the two major and one smaller level market crash.
Finally, the average annual volume of shares traded during these years, i.e. 2016–2019 [2], is
less than the paper’s study period (2012–2015), which indicates that due to increased
volatility, investors were trading reluctantly.

This paper elaborates on the impact of behavioural biases such as confidence, optimism
and pessimism on investing decisions. Table 1 explains the variable used in this study.

{Click here to see Table 1}

3.2 Research methods
This study has used descriptive statistics to explain the data, augmented Dicky–Fuller test
for checking stationarity and OLS regression to test the hypothesis.

3.3 Measurement of variables
Behavioural biases are modelled based on the literature which provided operational
definitions (Oprean and Tanasescu, 2014; Ricciardi and Simon, 2000). These are expressed as
mathematical inequalities in this section.

3.3.1 Confidence. Previous day/week returns are used to measure investors’ confidence to
trade on the current day. If the return on previous day/week is non-negative (greater than or
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equal to zero), then the investor will gain enough confidence to trade, while in case the return
on the previous day/week is negative, the investor would hesitate to trade.

Based on the above discussions, we suggest the below proposition expressed in
mathematical inequalities for further empirical testing.

Rt−1 ≥ 0→Therewill be trading (1)

Rt−1 < 0→Therewill be no trading (2)

where Rt−1 is the previous day return of KSE-100 index, i.e. a day before the trading volume.
We will examine this in the regression analysis.

3.3.2Optimism.Optimism refers to a feelingwhen an investor overestimates the probability
of favourable outcomes and underestimates the likelihood of unfavourable outcomes.
Optimistic investors set their profit level above their previously earned profit, and they
forecast their future return based on the previous day’s return. If the last day’s returns are
above plus one standard deviation, investorswill be optimistic about future returns; hence, they
will trade on this specific day (Oprean and Tanasescu, 2014). On the other hand, investors will
avoid trading if their previous day’s return is lower than one standard deviation from themean.

Below mentioned propositions are made based on the above discussion, as shown in
mathematical inequalities.

Rt−1 ≥
�R þ σ→Therewill be trading (3)

Rt−1 < �R þ σ→Therewill be no trading (4)

where Rt−1 is the previous day return, �R is the average return for the whole period under
analysis and σ is the standard deviation of the return.

3.3.3 Pessimism. In this study, pessimism is measured through previous day losses. If the
previous days’ return is below this threshold, the investor will not trade. On the other hand, if
the return breaks this minimum threshold, investors tend to trade (Oprean and
Tanasescu, 2014).

If previous days’ return is greater or equal to the difference of mean and standard
deviation, then investors will tend to trade; otherwise, theywill refrain from trading activities.

Above mentioned discussion is concluded in the below propositions as expressed in
mathematical inequalities:

Rt−1 ≥
�R � σ→Therewill be trading (5)

Rt−1 < �R � σ→Therewill be no trading (6)

where Rt−1 is the previous day return, �R is the average return for the whole period under
analysis and σ is the standard deviation of the return.

3.3.4 Rational behaviour. Market equilibrium prices are used as bases for future
expectations, and when new information hits the market, it disturbs the equilibrium. In an
efficient market, asset prices reflect all the available information, but it takes time to absorb
new information. Any new information that affects prices also tends to affect investors’
expectations, which they make from equilibrium prices. It infers that investors sometimes
make related errors.

Mathematically, it is expressed as below:

EðRÞ ¼ Rt−1 þ εt−1 (7)

where EðRÞ is expected return, Rt−1 is previous day returns and εt−1 is the error term of the
equation.
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In the equation, the expected return on investment is equal to the previous day return of
that investment plus the error term. The error term represents the new information, which is
unknown to investors trading in the stock market.

3.3.5 Investment decision. The dependent variable in this study is investment decision-
making. KSE-100 index’s trading volume is used to operationalise this variable.

3.4 Regression model
Trading volume is the dependent variable in the regression model, and confidence, optimism,
pessimism and rational expectations are the independent variables. There are three samples
used in this study. These include daily behaviour, Monday behaviour and Friday behaviour
sample. In these regressions, we have examined the impact of each of the behavioural errors
and rational expectations on the investment decisions (trading volume of KSE 100 index).

Traditionally, we would model the regression equation as

lnðVolumeÞ ¼ β0 þ β1 Confidenceþ β2 Optimismþ β3 Pessimismþ β4 RationalþV (8)

However, it will not be prudent to use the above-mentioned regression model because the
investor may feel confident and optimistic at the same time but not pessimistic and rational.
Instead, the following regression specifications are used.

When an investor may be confident and optimistic at the same time but not pessimistic
and rational, then

lnðVolumeÞ ¼ β0 þ β1 Confidenceþ β2 OptimismþV (9)

When an investor is confident and rational at the same time but neither optimistic nor
pessimistic, then

lnðVolumeÞ ¼ β0 þ β1 Confidenceþ β2 RationalþV (10)

When an investor is optimistic and rational at the same time but neither confident nor
pessimistic, then

lnðVolumeÞ ¼ β0 þ β1 Optimismþ β2 RationalþV (11)

When an investor is confident and pessimistic at the same time but not optimistic and
rational, then

lnðVolumeÞ ¼ β0 þ β1 Confidenceþ β2 PessimismþV (12)

When an investor is optimistic and pessimistic at the same time but not confident and
rational, then

lnðVolumeÞ ¼ β0 þ β1 Optimismþ β2 PessimismþV (13)

All the above-mentioned five regression models (Equation 9–13) were estimated individually
using ARMA maximum likelihood method to test the desired mechanism in the market.

4. Results and analysis
This section contains results of descriptive statistics, augmented Dicky–Fuller test for
stationarity and OLS regression.

Table 2 reports descriptive statistics for daily trading data. The average trading volume is
8.076. This indicates a lack of confidence in short-range trading even if optimistic investors
could escalate trading volume. It is also evident from the low standard deviation (0.218) of
trading volume that trading volume does not manifest confident investors’ aggressive
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behaviour. The average confidence is 0.001 with the range and standard deviation of 0.089
and 0.008, respectively, indicating that investors prevail in extreme pools, i.e. confident and
pessimist. Investors are less optimistic (�0.008) and more pessimistic (0.008). The range of
0.089 divulges that investors vary from optimistic to pessimistic.

The mean value for rational expectation is lowest among other variables, which
augmented the claim that investors suffer from behavioural biases, such as pessimism and
irrational behaviour. Oprean and Tanasescu (2014) reported similar findings that investors’
irrational behaviour induces trading on the stock exchange in emerging markets.

Pakistani capital market consists of investors depicting diverse behaviours. The mean
value of pessimism is higher than confidence, which confirms that pessimistic investors
dominate the market.

{Click here to see Table 2}
This pessimism is mainly due to political instability and large-scale natural disasters in

Pakistan. Another apparent reason is terrorism, which is one of the main problems affecting
Pakistani society.

AugmentedDickey–Fuller test is applied to check the stationarity of all the variables. Test
results indicated that time series data are stationary in all the three data samples except for
rational expectation in the Monday sample.

4.1 Regression analysis
Separate results for each estimated regression model are tabulated and interpreted.
R-squared value shows that 58.5% change in the investment decision is explained by
confidence and optimism (the model’s explanatory variables).

The proposition that a positive return on the previous day ðRt−1 ≥ 0Þ can induce the
trading volume of the current day can explain the association of investors’ confidence with
investment decisions. Past returns on market securities change the level of investors’
confidence. The results in Table 3 imply that positive returns boost up investor confidence to
invest in the stock market, which consequently increases trading volume. Gervais and Odean
(2015) documented a similar result that a trader judges his skills from success and failure, and
success makes him overconfident.

Themodel shows that trading volume is positively related to the lagged positive returns of
a day, which further confirmed our claim that past success increases investors’ confidence
level. This motivates them to trade and invest in the stock market.

Trading volume is less sensitive to investors’ confidence on Friday than in the daily data
sample, which shows that other factors affect variation in trading activities, such as the
Friday effect. Results of this study are consistent with Jlassi et al. (2014), Boussaidi (2013),
Oberlechner and Osler (2008), Bakar and Yi (2016) and Javed et al. (2017).

Variables Daily Friday Daily Monday Friday

Confidence 833.289 306.765 7229.024 1446.444 1361.116
Probability (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Optimism �831.114 �306.461
Probability (0.000) (0.000)
Rational expectations 7226.849 1445.333 1360.811
Probability (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
R-squared 0.587 0.266 0.587 0.259 0.266
Adj. R-squared 0.585 0.250 0.585 0.244 0.250
Durbin–Watson statistics 1.904 1.997 1.90 2.00 1.99
N 990 188 990 203 188

Table 3.
Regression results of

confidence and
optimism on

investment decision,
confidence and rational

expectations
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The second proposition explained the negative relationship of optimismwith trading volume.
This proposition assumes that the previous day’s returns are more than the summation of
mean returns and standard deviation ðRt−1 ≥R�

_
− σÞ. Optimism bias tends to overestimate the

probability of positive events and underestimate the likelihood of adverse events (Shepperd
et al., 2002).

Our results confirmed that optimism bias had reduced trading volume in the Pakistani
stockmarket, as evident fromTable 3, which shows a negative relationship of trading volume
with the lag of previous day returns, which are greater than themean and standard deviation.

The results are inconsistent with the previous literature. The possible reason for the
inconsistency is that different method of measurement of variables provides different results.
Measurement for optimism (overestimation) in this study is abnormal returns, more than
mean and standard deviation ðRt−1 ≥R�

_
þ σÞ. This makes investors to start believing that the

stockmarket is moving towards a bubble. Hence in this situation, they tend to sell their stock.
Table 3 summarises equation (10) that shows the relationship of confidence and rational

expectation with trading activities. Confidence has a tangible impact on trading activities in
the Pakistani capital market. The fourth proposition stated that investors tend to transact on
the day when the expected return ðEðRÞ ¼ Rt−1 þ et−1Þ becomes equal to the sum of the
previous day’s returns and the error term. Investors’ expectation regarding future return is
based on the error term (et�1) of the previous day that positively affects trading activities for
daily, Monday and the Friday sample. The error term (et�1) captures the effect of other
information that influences investors’ decision-making process.

Furthermore, rational expectations also vary with public announcements, which affects
trading volume accordingly. Our results are consistent with the findings of Kim and
Verrecchia (1991), suggesting that the traders achieve optimal portfolios before public
announcements and new announcements change the trader’s mind to enter in a new round of
trading. Table 3 shows that trading volume is positively influenced by rational expectations
confirming that new public announcements are interpreted positively by investors in making
investment decisions.

Table 4 shows that optimism and rational expectation negatively affect investment
decisions for the samples of daily and Friday trading. The results are statistically significant
at a 5% confidence level.

Optimism negatively impacts trading volume as depicted in the first regression model,
while rational expectation negatively affects trading when combined with optimism.
Optimism suppresses the effects of rational expectations. New public announcements and
information change optimistic investors’ minds to reduce transactions and counter artificial
trading. The same announcements are interpreted differently by optimistic and pessimistic
investors.

The adjusted R-squared value showed that in the daily trading sample, the explanatory
variables explain 58% of the variation in the dependent variable. Similarly, 25% of the

Variables Daily Friday

Optimism �939.398 �395.627
Probability (0.000) (0.000)
Rational expectations �941.573 �395.9317
Probability (0.000) (0.000)
R-squared 0.587 0.266
Adj. R-squared 0.585 0.250
Durbin–Watson statistics 1.90 1.99
N 990 188

Table 4.
Regression results of
optimism and rational
expectations
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variation is explained in the case of Friday trading. A lower level of autocorrelation exists, as
revealed by Durbin–Watson values for all the samples.

Table 5 portrays the results of equation (12), which show the relationship of confidence
and pessimismwith trading volume. It shows that confidence negatively impacts investment
decisions for all the three samples, and results are statistically significant. On the other hand,
pessimism affects investment decisions positively, and results are statistically significant at a
5% confidence level for all three samples.

The third proposition suggests that when the previous day’s returns ðRt−1 ≥R�
_
− σÞ are

more than a difference of mean return and standard deviation, this will induce trading.
Investors are preemptive in mitigating the impact of information, which increases the
tendency to expect negative returns. At the same time, confidence has a negative effect on
trading volume when combined with pessimism in the multiple regression model.

Table 5 summarises the results of the regression model expressed in equation (13) to
analyse the impact of optimism and pessimism on trading volume. It shows that optimism
negatively affects investment decisions in all three samples, while pessimism positively
affects investment decisions. These results are statistically significant at 5% level.

In the last regressionmodel, trading volume is positively relatedwith the lagged returns of
the day, which are more than the difference of mean return and standard deviation
ðRt−1 ≥R�

_
− σÞ and negatively associated with the lagged returns when these returns are

more than the sum of mean returns and standard deviation ðRt−1 ≥R�
_
− σÞ. Optimism is

measured through the lagged values of abnormal returns, and few investorsmake an attempt
to achieve it. The results imply that after achieving the abnormal positive returns, investors
perceived a high level of risk and become reluctant to trade, which declines the trading
volume. However, pessimism leads to more investment and increases trading volume. This
implies that pessimism occurs after investors suffer abnormal negative returns
ðRt−1 ≥R�

_
− σÞ and tend to stop trading.

In contrast, pessimism ceases to exist when lagged returns break the threshold of negative
abnormal returns that motivate investors to trade. Galanidis (2016) reported for Italy and
Ireland that pessimism induces fluctuations in the trading volume. Similar findings were
reported by Oprean (2014) for Romanian capital markets.

The results are also explained by considering the additional imperfections prevailing in
the Pakistani capital markets. The first result presented in Table 3 shows that themechanism
suggesting a positive role of confident investors in affecting the trading volume remains
unaffected by the financial, social and political problems. The result implies that confident
investors make robust decisions improving the trading volume in the stock market. In
contrast, optimism in the stock market deteriorates the trading volume level, implying that

Variables Daily Monday Friday Daily Friday

Confidence �1077.205 �10.219 �557.313
Probability (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Optimism �468.612 �197.661
Probability (0.000) (0.000)
Pessimism 1079.380 11.559 557.618 470.786 197.965
Probability (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
R-squared 0.587 0.240 0.266 0.587 0.266
Adj. R-squared 0.585 0.225 0.250 0.585 0.250
Durbin–Watson statistics 1.904 1.977 1.99 1.904 1.99
N 990 203 188 990 188

Table 5.
Regression results of

confidence and
pessimism, optimism

and pessimism
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additional issues in the Pakistani market dominate the investors’ optimistic behaviour and
reduce the trading volume.

The result of the following model (Table 3) shows a positive relationship of investors’
confidence with the trading volume proving that additional imperfections are limited in
affecting the investor’s confidence. The result of the next variable shows that investors
having rational expectations make correct decisions and improve the level of trading volume
depicting that the problematic environment of the Pakistani market is limited in affecting this
mechanism.

The relationship between optimistic investors in improving the level of trading volume
(presented in Table 4) is dominated by the additional issues which distort the genuine
mechanism leading to the diminished level of the trading volume. The relationship between
rational expectations in affecting the trading volume is adversely affected by the social,
political and financial issues prevalent in Pakistan. Due to these problems, investors having
rational expectations do not improve the level of trading volume in Pakistan. The next result
(Table 5) shows that the developing market’s additional problems dominate the confident
investors and trading volume relationship. This leads to a reduced level of trading volume
despite the presence of confident investors in the Pakistani market.

The results of the final model shown in Table 5 suggest that imperfections in the Pakistani
market dominate the optimistic investor’s relationship with the trading volume, where
optimistic phenomena prevalent in the developing market result in the deterioration of the
level of the trading volume. The last result is a surprise where pessimism in the presence of
social, political and financial problems leads to improved trading volume in the Pakistani
stock market. These results are valuable in understanding the role of behavioural biases in
making investment decisions in Pakistan.

5. Conclusion
This study has examined the effects of behavioural biases on investment decision-making
prevailing in the Karachi Stock Exchange (now PSX) over four years, starting from 2012 to
2015. The study used OLS regression analyses to test the impact of investor’s behaviour
(biases) on investment decisions (trading volume).

Descriptive statistics showed that the Pakistani stock market is dominated by irrational
behaviour. Furthermore, the trading volume is induced by pessimism and confidence. Overall,
the stock market trading has suffered from the pessimistic behaviour of investors. The results
after testing the combination of instruments relevant to the study are presented as follows.

The first combination of confidence and optimism provides us with a positive sign of
confidence and optimismwhile testing their relationshipwith the trading volume. The second
combination shows both the positive roles of confidence and rational expectations in
affecting the trading volume in daily, Monday and Friday samples. This reveals that
investors with stable behaviours fully interpret the information andmake correct investment
decisions. Finally, trading activities are positively affected by overconfidence, which is
consistent with the prospect theory.

The results for the third model show a negative sign of both optimism and rational
expectation. This indicates that pessimistic investors have irrational expectations, and
investors having unreasonable expectations are pessimistic. The next model shows a negative
sign of confidence when combined with pessimism while testing their relationship with the
trading volume. The result indicates that higher confidence leads to optimism, and similarly,
optimism leads to a higher level of investors’ confidence in the market. The results of the final
model suggest that optimism negatively affects the trading volume. On the other hand,
pessimism has a positive impact on trading volume. Optimism bias and cognitive dissonance
also encourage many individual investors to overestimate their investment results.
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The results showed that investors’ confidence, optimism and rational expectations
positively affect trading volume in KSE (now PSX). The regulatory authorities may take
confidence-building measures for investors in the financial markets. These may include
running investors’ awareness seminars and vigilant acts by the stock exchanges in
implementing the regulatory decisions taken by the Securities and Exchange Commission
of Pakistan. Besides, constructing a proper policy framework will also enhance the
confidence level of investors and will make them expect rationally by being optimistic and
confident.

The study provides valuable insights into the irrational behaviour of Pakistani investors.
It is worth mentioning that trading activities in stock exchanges mostly remain an anomaly.
Further investigations can bemade using alternative proxies of optimism and pessimism and
their role in affecting trading volume in the stock market.

Notes

1. As a former British colony, Pakistan follows a common law system, along with the provisions of
Islamic (Shariah) Law.

2. Year (Average trading volume): 2012 (111,084,447), 2013 (143,846,409), 2014 (136,605,400), 2015
(141,913,464), 2016 (130,555,236), 2017 (102,454,157), 2018 (96,572,026), 2019 (107,258,552)
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